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HANDLING INCONSISTENCY IN KNOWLEDGE BASES

by
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Under the Direction of Rajshekhar Sunderraman, PhD

ABSTRACT

Real-world automated reasoning systems, based on classical logic, face logically inconsistent
information, and they must cope with it. It is onerous to develop such systems because classical
logic is explosive. Recently, progress has been made towards semantics that deal with logical
inconsistency. However, such semantics was never analyzed in the aspect of inconsistency tolerant
relational model.
In our research work, we use an inconsistency and incompleteness tolerant relational model
called ”Paraconsistent Relational Model.” The paraconsistent relational model is an extension of

the ordinary relational model that can store, not only positive information but also negative information. Therefore, a piece of information in the paraconsistent relational model has four truth
values: true, false, both, and unknown.
However, the paraconsistent relational model cannot represent disjunctive information (disjunctive tuples). We then introduce an extended paraconsistent relational model called disjunctive
paraconsistent relational model. By using both the models, we handle inconsistency - similar to
the notion of quasi-classic logic or four-valued logic – in deductive databases (logic programs with
no functional symbols).
In addition to handling inconsistencies in extended databases, we also apply inconsistent tolerant reasoning technique in semantic web knowledge bases. Specifically, we handle inconsistency
assosciated with closed predicates in semantic web. We use again the paraconsistent approach to
handle inconsistency.
We further extend the same idea to description logic programs (combination of semantic web
and logic programs) and introduce dl-relation to represent inconsistency associated with description logic programs.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The systems based on classical logic are purely deductive in nature. In other words, they
embody monotonicity: if a statement is deducible from a set of statements, the statement is still
deductible if we enlarge the set. But the real world reasoning is non-monotonic: a statement
believed to be true in a set of statements which later turns out to be false. The classical logic
reasoning fails to support non-monotonic reasoning. For example, a set of statements contains
inconsistent statements. In this case, classical logic deduction becomes trivialized. Concretely,
any statement can be driven from a set of statements.
To handle such inconsistencies, it is required to seek a different formalization of statements.
We need to look for logics that are non-classical in nature. Thus, we need to go for paraconsistent
logic. Paraconsistent logic [1–3] does not trivialize the result in the presence of inconsistent information. Four-valued logic [4], which is a type of paraconsistent logic, was introduced in logic
programming by Blair and Subrahmanian [5].
Three prominent works have been done in positive extended disjunctive deductive databases
with respect to inconsistencies: The first, answer set semantics, by Gelfond and Lifschitz [6],
trivializes the results in the presence of inconsistencies. The second, p-minimal models, by Sakama
and Inoue [7], which is based on four-valued logic [4], tolerates inconsistencies. In addition to that,
for both logic programs and disjunctive logic programs, many works have been proposed [8–11],
where all of the approaches are based on four-valued logic. The third, the QC models, by Zhang
et al.. [12], has stronger inference power than p-minimal models because the QC models support
disjunctive syllogism and disjunction introduction. Moreover, the QC models are based on QC
logic [13].
In addition to that, other approaches [14–18] are available for non-monotonic reasoning, but
we first consider only QC logic for inconsistency handling in our work. The reason we have
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chosen QC logic is if we find QC models, it is possible to find paraconsistent-models (p-models)
in a similar fashion. In addition to that, it is easier to adapt the fixed-point semantics of QC logic
to paraconsistent relational model.
The paraconsistent relational model moves a step forward and completes the relational model
by representing both positive and negative information about any given relation. Bagai and Sunderraman [19] first proposed the model. The authors have given two applications for the paraconsistent
relational model: weak well-founded semantics [19] and well-founded semantics [20] for general
deductive databases. Bagai and Sunderraman find the models by constructing a system of algebraic
equations for the clauses in the database.
In this thesis, we show disjunctive syllogism for positive extended disjunctive deductive databases, which are logic programs without functional symbols, in the paraconsistent relational model.
Our solution is similar to QC models of QC logic programs. In addition to using the paraconsistent relational model to construct QC models, we also introduce the disjunctive paraconsistent
relational model in our work.
The inconsistency-tolerant reasoning algorithm we designed for the QC models using paraconsistent relational databases serializes every clause in the disjunctive deductive database into
a corresponding equation. During the serialization, we associate a relation for every predicate
symbol in the clause. The serialized equation contains only set theoretic and relational theoretic
operators. As an optimization, we unionize the right-hand side expression of the equation whose
left-hand side expressions are the same. The second step is to solve the equations and incrementally
find the minimal QC models.
Similarly, the disjunctive paraconsistent relational model that is employed to determine the
QC models could be used for p-minimal models. The p-minimal models do not f ocus the disjuncts
during the construction of models, which make it different from the QC models. The expressive
power of the p-minimal model is very much lesser than the expressive power of the QC models.
We also show handling inconsistencies in description logic that are carried over to local closed
world reasoning, where the knowledge base consists of open world assumption (OWA) predicates
(concepts or roles) and closed world assumption (CWA) predicates. When data from a relational
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database are migrated to a knowledge base (KB), the KB may become inconsistent. Consequently,
querying becomes problematic in the KB as opposed to the database, where the database is consistent.
In this thesis, we present an approach to represent ALC with closed predicates in four-valued
logic and show that four-valued ALC with closed predicates is sound with respect to two-valued
ALC with closed predicates. Similar to [40, 43] and [41], we transform four-valued ALC with
closed predicates to two valued ALC with closed predicates and reason two valued ALC with
closed predicates over standard reasoners. We also introduce new inference rules to reason in
the presence of closed predicates and prove the correctness of the tableau algorithm with the new
inference rules.
We also show the method of using the paraconsistent relational model to description logic
programs. Description logic programs provide a significant degree of expressiveness, substantially
greater than the RDF-Schema fragment of description logic. The essential idea of the description
logic program is the flow of information between description logic and logic programs. The flow
of information happens with the help of description logic atoms. They are similar to regular atoms
in the logic program, but they get the information from description logic knowledge base and use
it with the clauses of the logic programs. Our approach starts with finding an equivalent relation
(description logic relation) for the description logic atom and defining a proper domain for every
attribute in the description logic relation. Then, using the description relation, we are working
towards finding the fixed-point semantics of description logic programs.
The problem with existing methods (i.e. the methods that do not use paraconsistent relational
model)– QC models, p-models, and description logic program – of finding the models is that they
are too slow. In other words, it works one clause at a time while determining any model. There
are two advantages of our approach: it operates on a set of tuples instead of a “tuple-at-a-time”
basis and the algebraic expression in the algebraic equation can be optimized based on various
laws of equality. The optimizations are similar to the ordinary relations case where selections and
projections are pushed deeper into expressions whenever possible [19].
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 we describe the previous works
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related to inconsistency in databases and description logic. We provide background information
of deductive database, paraconsistent relation model, ALC, and description logic programs in
Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 we present the construction of quasi-classic model for positive extended
disjunctive deductive databases. Next, in Chapter 5 we give the construction of p-minimal models
for positive extended disjunctive deductive databases. We propose a technique to handle inconsistencies in closed world predicates in semantic web in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7 we propose a novel
way of finding the fixed-point semantics of description logic programs. Finally, we conclude this
thesis in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Inconsistency in Databases
Many research works are performed on representing negative information in the databases.

Since this representation leads to inconsistencies, paraconsistent databases are required to handle
it. In [19], Bagai and Sunderraman developed a framework to represent negative facts in relational
database, which is based on four-valued logic. The four-valued relation represents both positive
and negative information, and negative facts that are derived based on open world assumption.
They also developed an application for it that finds the well founded semantics of general deductive databases. For general deductive databases and disjunctive deductive databases, various
paraconsistent semantics have been proposed [20, 21], where all of them are based upon Belnap’s
four-valued model [4]. Even for logic program especially disjunctive logic program various paraconsistent semantics are proposed [8, 10], but all of those works come under Belnap’s four-valued
model.
However, the multi-valued logic doesn’t support disjunctive syllogism [1]. For example, suppose a knowledge base contains {passed ∨ failed} about a student. When new information about
the student comes to the knowledge base {¬failed}, the four-valued logic gives two p-models [7]
{{passed, ¬failed}, {failed, ¬failed}}. Hence, ¬failed is the only logical consequence of the two
models. Whether the student is passed or not cannot be inferred with four-valued logic.
It’s very clear from the above example that this four-valued logic doesn’t behave as expected
in such situations. In order to get accurate models, it is required to look for other paraconsistent
logic to improve the ability of reasoning. Hence, we use QC logic [13] to address the issue.

6

2.2

Inconsistency in Description Logic
To handle inconsistencies in description logic, we focus on the paraconsistent method in this

thesis. Particularly, we are very interested in the works [40] and [41], where the authors introduced
four-valued description logic and transformed it to two-valued description logic. Then the transformed description logic is reasoned over standard reasoners. The advancement of this approach
is called quasi-classic description logic [42], which has stronger inference power. But this thesis
focuses on handling inconsistencies in closed predicates and not on the inference power. Specifically, we borrow some ideas from [43] to represent closed predicates in four-valued description
logic.
Many formalisms have been proposed to integrate description logic and rules: SWRL [54–
56], DL-Safe rules [57–59], DLP [60, 61], AL-log [62, 63], CARIN [64, 65], DL+log [66–70],
Horn-SHIQ [57, 71, 72], Hybrid MKNF [73–76], dl-programs [29–33], disjunctive dl-programs
[77], quantified equilibrium logic for hybrid knowledge bases [77], and description graphs [78–81].
We observed that no type of formalism employs the paraconsistent relational model [19] to provide
the semantics for the integration of rules and description logic, which has the capbalities to handle
incompleteness and inconsistencies.
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CHAPTER 3

BACKGROUND

3.1

Background
The background for this thesis is divided into four parts: Paraconsistent Relational Model,Positive

Extended Disjunctive Deductive Database, ALC, and description logic programs. Background on
these four topics are essential to understand the works presented in this thesis.
3.1.1

Paraconsistent Relational Model

Unlike normal relations where we only retain information believed to be true of a particular
predicate, we also retain what is believed to be false of a particular predicate in the paraconsistent
relational model. Let a relation scheme Σ be a finite set of attribute names, where for any attribute
S
name A ∈ Σ, dom(A) is a non-empty domain of values for A. A tuple on Σ is any map t : Σ → A∈Σ
dom(A), such that t(A)∈ dom(A) for each A ∈ Σ. Let τ(Σ) denote the set of all tuples on Σ. An
ordinary relation on scheme Σ is thus any subset of τ(Σ). The paraconsistent relation on a scheme
Σ is a pair < R+ , R− > where R+ and R− are ordinary relations on Σ. Thus R+ represents the set of
tuples believed to be true of R, and R− represents the set of tuples believed to be false.
Algebraic Operators. Two types of algebraic operators are defined here: i)Set Theoretic Operators, and ii) Relational Theoretic Operators.
Set Theoretic Operators. Let R and S be two paraconsistent relations on scheme Σ.
˙ is a paraconsistent relation on scheme Σ, given
Union. The union of R and S , denoted R∪S,
that
˙ )+ = R+ ∪ S + , (R∪S
˙ )− = R− ∩ S −
(R∪S
Complement. The complement of R, denoted −̇R, is a paraconsistent relation on scheme Σ,
given that
−̇R+ = R− , −̇R− = R+
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˙ , is a paraconsistent relation on
Intersection. The intersection of R and S , denoted R∩S
scheme Σ, given that
˙ )+ = R+ ∩ S + , (R∩S
˙ )− = R− ∪ S −
(R∩S
Difference. The difference of R and S , denoted R−̇S , is a paraconsistent relation on scheme
Σ, given that
(R−̇S )+ = R+ ∩ S − , (R−̇S )− = R− ∪ S +
Example 1. Let {a, b, c} be a common domain for all attribute names, and let R and S be the
following paraconsistent relations on schemes {X} and {X} respectively:

R+ = {(a), (b)}, R− = {(c)}
S + = {(c), (b)}, S − = {(a)}
˙ is
R∪S

˙ )+ = {(a), (b), (c)}
(R∪S
˙ )− = {}
(R∪S
˙ is
R∩S

˙ )+ = {(b)}
(R∩S
˙ )− = {(a), (c)}
(R∩S
−̇R is
−̇R+ = {(c)}
−̇R− = {(a), (b)}
R−̇S is
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(R−̇S )+ = {(a)}
(R−̇S )− = {(b), (c)}
Relation Theoretic Operators. Let Σ and ∆ be relation schemes such that Σ ⊆ ∆ and let R and S
be paraconsistent relations on schemes Σ and ∆.
Join. The join of R and S , denoted R./S
˙ , is a paraconsistent relation on scheme Σ ∪ ∆, given
that
(R./S
˙ )+ = R+ ./ S + , (R./S
˙ )− = (R− )Σ∪∆ ∪ (S − )Σ∪∆
Projection. The projection of R onto ∆ , denoted π̇∆ (R), is a paraconsistent relation on ∆,
given that
π̇∆ (R)+ = π∆ (R+ )Σ∪∆ , π̇∆ (R)− = {t ∈ τ(∆) | tΣ∪∆ ⊆ (R− )Σ∪∆ }
where π∆ is the usual projection over ∆ of ordinary relations.
Selection. Let F be any logic formula involving attribute names in Σ, constant symbols,
and any of these symbols {==, ¬, ∧, ∨}. Then, the selection of R by F, denoted σ̇F (R), is a
paraconsistent relation on scheme Σ, given that
σ̇F (R)+ = σF (R+ ), σ̇F (R)− = R− ∪ σ¬F (τ(Σ))
where σF is a usual selection of tuples satisfying F from ordinary relations.
The following example is taken from Bagai and Sunderraman’s paraconsistent relational data
model [19].
Example 2. Strictly speaking, relation schemes are sets of attribute names. However, in this
example the authors [19] treat them as ordered sequence of attribute names, so tuples can be
viewed as the usual lists of values. Let {a, b, c} be a common domain for all attribute names, and
let R and S be the following paraconsistent relations on schemes hX, Yi and hY, Zi respectively:
R+ = {(b, b), (b, c)}, R− = {(a, a), (a, b), (a, c)}
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S + = {(a, c), (c, a)}, S − = {(c, b)}.
Then, R./S
˙ is the paraconsistent relation on scheme hX, Y, Zi:
(R./S
˙ )+ = {(b, c, a)}
(R./S
˙ )− = {(a, a, a), (a, a, b), (a, a, c), (a, b, a), (a, b, b), (a, b, c), (a, c, a),
(a, c, b), (a, c, c), (b, c, b), (c, c, b)}
Now, π̇hX,Zi (R./S
˙ ) becomes the paraconsistent relation on scheme hX, Zi:
π̇hX,Zi (R./S
˙ )+ = {(b, a)}
π̇hX,Zi (R./S
˙ )− = {(a, a), (a, b), (a, c)}
Finally, σ̇¬X=Z (π̇hX,Zi (R./S
˙ )) becomes the paraconsistent relation on scheme hX, Zi:
σ̇¬X=Z (π̇hX,Zi (R./S
˙ ))+ = {(b, a)}
σ̇¬X=Z (π̇hX,Zi (R./S
˙ ))− = {(a, a), (a, b), (a, c)(b, b), (c, c)}
Next, we discuss disjunctive deductive database in detail.
3.1.2

Positive Extended Disjunctive Deductive Database

Syntax. Given a first order language L, a disjunctive deductive database P [22] consists of
logical inference rules of the form
r (rule) = l0 ∨ · · · ∨ ln ← ln+1 . . . lm
l0 . . . ln is called head of the rule and ln+1 . . . lm is called body of the rule. A rule is called fact
if the rule has no body. A rule is called denial rule if the rule has only body and no head. A rule
is called definite clause or horn clause, if the rule has only one literal in the head and has some
literal in the body. A rule is called positive disjunctive rule if the rule has both body and head.
Concretely, the rule r is called positive extended disjunctive rule, if l0 , . . . , ln , ln+1 , . . . , lm are either
positive or negative (¬) literals.
For the given syntax of a positive extended disjunctive deductive database, we reproduce the
fixed point semantics of P [12].
Fixed Point Semantics. Let P be a positive extended disjunctive deductive database and I
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be a set of interpretations, then TP (I) =

S
I∈I

T P (I)






∅, if ln+1 , . . . , lm ⊆ I for some











ground constraint ← ln+1 . . . lm from P.













{J | for each ground rule
T P (I) = 






ri : l0 ∨ · · · ∨ ln ← ln+1 . . . lm such that








S 0



{l
.
.
.
l
}
⊆
I,
J
=
I
∪
n+1
m

ri J where









 J 0 ∈ Lits( f ocus(l0 ∨ · · · ∨ ln , I))}, otherwise.
In the definition of T P (I), f ocus removes complementary literals from disjunction ( f ocus(l0 ∨
l1 , I) = l0 where I = {¬l1 }). If all disjuncts ( l0 . . . ln ) are available in I as complementary literals,
then the disjunction of literals becomes the conjunction of literals. Lits of conjunction gives a set
of conjuncts. On the other hand, Lits of disjunction is a collection of sets where every set in the
collection contains a disjunct.
The T P definition contains the constraint. we write it for the sake of completeness, but our
contribution will not address the constraint.
The following two propositions are vital for our result.
Proposition 1. For any positive extended disjunctive deductive database P, TP is finite and TP ↑
n = TP ↑ ω where n is a successor ordinal and ω is a limit ordinal.
Proposition 2. For any positive extended disjunctive deductive database P, Minimal QC Model(P)
= min(µ(TP ↑ ω) 1 ) where min () stands for sets with a minimum number of literals.
Next, we review without getting into too much detail of ALC and the mix of open and closed
predicates. For comprehensive reading on all these topics, reader is requested to refer to [23–26].
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Table (3.1) Syntax and Semantics of ALC
Syntax
⊥
>
AuB
AtB
¬A
∃r.A
∀r.A
AvB
A(a)
C(a)
r(a, b)

Name
bottom
top
conjunction
disjunction
negation
existential restrictions
universal restrictions
general concept inclusion
open concept assertion
closed concept assertion
(open or closed) role assertion

Semantics
∅
∆I
AI ∩ BI
AI ∪ BI
∆I \ AI
{x | ∃y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ rI and y ∈ AI }
{x | ∀y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ rI → y ∈ AI }
AI ⊆ BI
aI ∈ AI
aI ∈ C I
I I
(a , b ) ∈ rI

3.1.3 ALC
Let NC , NR and NI be a disjoint set of concepts, roles, and individuals. The syntax and
semantics of ALC are shown in Table 3.1. In Table 3.1, {A, B} ⊆ NC , r ∈ NR , and {a, b} ⊆ NI . ALC
KB (knowledge base) consists of a general TBox (terminological box) and an ABox (assertion
box). A TBox has a set of axioms which are concept inclusions. An ABox has concept assertions
and role assertions. In ALC, a concept is
C = > | ⊥ | A u B | A t B | ∃r.A | ∀r.A | ¬A

(3.1)

Concept descriptions are defined inductively from (1). The semantics of ALC is given by an
interpretation I = (∆I , ·I ) where ∆I is a finite non-empty set abstract domain and ·I is a mapping
where each concept is assigned to a subset of ∆I and each abstract role to a subset of ∆I x ∆I . A
model of the KB is defined as an interpretation which satisfies every axiom in the TBox and every
assertion in the ABox. A knowledge base is called satisfiable (unsatisfiable) iff there exists (does
not exist) a model.
In this thesis, the entailment in ALC is denoted by |=2 . It represents entailment in two-valued
logic. This thesis focuses on querying the potentially inconsistent KB. We consider the concept
1

µ(TP ↑ ω) = {I | I ∈ TP ↑ ω and I ∈ TP ({I})}
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descriptions as queries that can be derived from (1). Two types of queries can be given to the
KB: i) boolean query (returns true/false) and ii) non-boolean query (returns answer tuples). Query
entailment is deciding whether a boolean query is true/false and query answering is finding a set
of answer tuples for a non-boolean query [25]. In this thesis, we work with an instance of concept
descriptions i.e. boolean query (e.g. (C u D)(a)). Let KB be a knowledge base and Q be a boolean
query. If, for every interpretation I, I |=2 KB and I |=2 Q, then KB |=2 Q 2 .
Finally, we see the syntax and semantics of merging logic programs and semantic web, which
is called description logic program.
3.1.4

Descripiton Logic Programs

Logic program P, which consists of a set of rules, and description logic L combine to form a
description logic program. The rules in logic programs also contain queries to L. In the following,
we briefly describe logic programs, description logic, and description logic programs. However,
to get an in-depth understanding, we request the readers to read Fitting and Melvin’s survery on
fixed-point semantics of logic programming [27], SHOIN(D) [28], and Eiter et al.’s dl-programs
[29–33].
Definite Logic Programs (P) In this subsection, we define the syntax and the fixed-point
semantics of logic programs [27].
Syntax. Similar to Eiter et al.’s well-founded semantics of dl-programs [30, 31], we consider
function free first-order vocabulary Φ = (P, C), which consists of non-empty finite sets of constants
C and predicate symbols P. In addition to that, let X be a set of variables. A term is either a variable
from X or a constant from C. An atom is of the form p(t1 , . . . , tn ) where p ∈ P and t1 , . . . , tn are
terms. In this thesis, we consider only POSITIVE logic programs. Therefore, the rules are of the
following form:

l0 ← l1 , . . . , lz
2

In this thesis, we refer boolean queries as queries
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where z ≥ 1.
In the above rule, the atom l0 is the head of the rule and the conjunction of atoms l1 , . . . , lz
is called the body of the rule. The rule is called a positive rule because it does not have default
negated (not) atoms. A definite logic program (or logic program) P is a finite set of rules.
In this thesis, we do not consider literals in rules. Such restriction is similar to Eiter et al.’s
well-founded semantics of dl-programs [30, 31].
Fixed-point Semantics. A term, atom, or rule is called ground if it contains no variables.
The Herbrand Universe of the underlying language is the set of all ground terms. The Herbrand
Base of the language is the set of all ground atoms; a Herbrand Interpretation of the language is
any subset of the Herbrand Base. Let I be a Herbrand Interpretation for the logic program P. Let
P∗ be the ground instances of rules in P. Since P does not have function symbols, P∗ is always
finite. Then, T P (I) (immediate consequence operator) is a Herbrand Interpretation, given by

T P (I) = {l0 | for some rule l0 ← l1 , . . . , lz in P∗ , {l1 , . . . , lz } ⊆ I}
It is well known that T P always possesses a least fixed-point with respect to the partial order
of set inclusion. The least fixed-point can be shown to be the minimal model for P. This model is
also known to be T P ↑ ω, where the ordinal power of T P is given by:
Definition 1. For any ordinal α,






∅ if α = 0,








TP ↑ α = 
T P (T P ↑ (α − 1)) if α is a successor ordinal,








S



 β<α (T P ↑ β)if α is a limit ordinal.
The following observation for any logic program is relevant:
Proposition 3. For any logic program P, the upward closure ordinal of T P is finite, i.e. there is a
number n ≥ 0 such that T P ↑ n = T P ↑ ω.
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Description Logic (L) In this subsection, we discuss SHOIN(D), which is the logical
underpinning of OWL DL [28].
Syntax. Let E and V be a set of elementary datatypes and data values. A datatype theory
D = (∆D , ·D ) consists of a datatype (or concrete) domain ∆D and a mapping ·D that assigns to every
elementary datatype a subset of ∆D and to every elementary data value an element of ∆D . The
mapping ·D is extended to all datatypes by {v1 , . . . }D = {vD1 , . . . }. Let Ψ = (A ∪ RA ∪ RD , I ∪ V) be
the vocabulary of the description logic, where A, RA , RD , and I are pairwise disjoint sets of atomic
concepts, abstract roles, datatype (or concrete) roles and individuals. Table 1 describes the syntax
and semantics of SHOIN(D). In Table 3.2, R−A is the set of inverses R− of all R ∈ RA . A role is
an element of RA ∪ RD ∪ R−A . Complex concepts are defined inductively from the second part of
Table 3.2. A description knowledge base is a finite set of axioms, where each axiom is one of the
axiom from the third part of Table 3.2.
Semantics. We define the semantics of SHOIN(D) in terms of first-order interpretation.
An interpretation I = (∆I , ·I ), with respect to a datatype theory D = (∆D ·D ), consists of a
nonempty domain ∆I disjoint from ∆D , and ·I is a valuation function defined inductively as shown
in the first and second parts of Table 1. The satisfaction of a DL axiom F in the interpretation
I = (∆I , ·I ) with respect to a datatype theory D= (∆D , ·D ), denoted I |= F, is given by the third
part of Table 1. The interpretation satisfies an axiom F, or the interpretation is a model of F iff
I |= F. I is a model of knowledge base L (I |= L) iff I |= F for all F ∈ L. L is satisfiable
(unsatisfiable) iff L has a model (no model). An axiom F(¬F) is a logical consequence of L,
denoted L |= F(L |= ¬F), iff every model of L satisfies (does not satisfy) F.
Description Logic Programs (KB) In this subsection, we review Eiter et al.’s dl-program
[29–33].
Syntax. The vocabularies of the logic program and description logic in any description logic
program are defined in the previous two subsections. An important assumption is that A ∪ RA ∪ RD
is disjoint from P where P is a set of predicate symbols, while IP ⊆ C ⊆ I ∪ V, where IP is the
set of all constant symbols appearing in P. As we said earlier, description logic programs contain
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Table (3.2) Syntax and Semantics of SHOIN(D)
Name
atomic concept
individual
abstract role
datatype
concrete or datatype role
data values
oneOf
top
bottom
negation
conjunction
disjunction
exists restriction
value restriction
atleast restriction
atmost restriction
datatype exists restriction
datatype value restriction
datatype atleast restriction
datatype atmost restriction
Axiom
concept inclusion
role inclusion
transitivity
concept membership
role membership
equality
inequality

Syntax
C∈A
a∈I
R ∈ RA ∪ R−A
D
U ∈ RD
v∈V
{o1 , . . . , on }, oi ∈ I
>
⊥
¬C
C u E where E ∈ A
C t E where E ∈ A
∃R.C
∀R.C
> nR
6 nR
∃U.D
∀U.D
> nU
6 nU
Syntax
CvE
R v S where R, S ∈ RA or R, S ∈ RD
trans(R)
C(a)
R(a, b) where b ∈ I (U(a, v) where v is a data value)
a = b(= (a, b))
a , b(, (a, b))

Semantics
C I ⊆ ∆I
aI ∈ ∆I
RI ∈ ∆I × ∆I
DD ⊆ ∆D
U I ∈ ∆I × ∆D
vI = vD
{oI1 , . . . , oIn }
>I = ∆I
⊥I = ∅
∆I \ C I
CI ∩ EI
CI ∪ EI
{x | (∃y)[(x, y) ∈ RI ∧ y ∈ C I ]}
{x | (∀y)[(x, y) ∈ RI → y ∈ C I ]}
{x | #{y | (x, y) ∈ RI } > n}
{x | #{y | (x, y) ∈ RI } 6 n}
{x | (∃y)[(x, y) ∈ U I ∧ y ∈ DD ]}
{x | (∀y)[(x, y) ∈ U I → y ∈ DD ]}
{x | #{y | (x, y) ∈ U I } > n}
{x | #{y | (x, y) ∈ U I } 6 n}
Semantics
CI ⊆ EI
RI ⊆ S I
RI = (RI )+
aI ∈ C I
(aI , bI ) ∈ RI ((aI , vD ) ∈ U I )
aI = bI
aI , bI
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dl-atoms, which helps to query the description logic knowledge base. A dl-query Q(t) is either
1. an inclusion axiom F or its negation ¬F (t is empty); or
2. a concept C(t) or its negation ¬C(t) (t is t); or
3. a role R(t1 , t2 ) or its negation ¬R(t1 , t2 ) where t1 and t2 are terms (t is (t1 , t2 )); or
4. an equality axiom (= (t1 , t2 )) or inequality axiom (, (t1 , t2 )) where t1 and t2 are terms (t is
(t1 , t2 )).
A dl-atom has the form,

DL[S 1 op1 p1 , . . . , S m opm pm ; Q](t), m > 1
where each S i is either a concept or role, opi = {∪
+, ∪
- }, and p1 , . . . , pm are called input predicate
symbols. If S i is a concept, then pi is a unary predicate symbol; if S i is a role, then pi is a binary
predicate symbol. Q(t) is called a dl-query. opi = ∪
+ (opi = ∪
- ) increases S i (¬S i ) by the extension
of pi . A rule is called a dl-rule if one of the atoms in the rule {l1 , . . . , lz } is a dl-atom. A dl-program
KB = (L, P) consists of a description logic knowledge base L and a finite set of dl-rules P. Since
we considered only positive logic program P, KB is referred to positive KB. In this thesis, we call
positive dl-programs (KB) as dl-programs.
Fixed-point Semantics. Let I be a Herbrand Interpretation for the dl-program KB(KB =
(L, P)). Let P∗ be the ground instances of rules in P. Since P does not have function symbols, P∗
is always finite. Then, T KB (I) (immediate consequence operator) is a Herbrand Interpretation that
is given by:

T KB (I) = {l0 | l0 ← l1 , . . . , lz in P∗ , for all li where 1 ≤ i ≤ z, I |=L li }
An important observation is that li is either a ground atom or ground dl-atom. I is a model of
li under L, denoted I |=L li :
• if li is a ground atom, then I |=L li iff li ∈ I
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• if li is a ground dl-atom DL[λ; Q](c), where λ = S 1 op1 p1 , . . . , S m opm pm , then I |=L li iff
S
L(I; λ) |= Q(c) where L(I; λ) = L ∪ mi=1 Ai (I) and, for 1 6 i 6 m,





{S (e) | pi (e) ∈ I}, if opi = ∪
+;


 i
Ai (I) = 





-.
{S i (e) | pi (e) ∈ I}, if opi = ∪
We say I is a model of a dl-program KB = (L, P), denoted I |= KB, iff I |=L r for all r ∈ P∗ .
We say the KB is satisfiable (unsatisfiable) iff it has some (no) models.
It is easy to show that T KB always possesses a least fixed-point. The least fixed-point is a
minimal model for KB (KB = (L, P)). This model can also shown to be T KB ↑ ω, where the
ordinal power of T KB is given by:
Definition 2. For any ordinal α,

T KB







∅ if α = 0,








↑α=
T KB (T KB ↑ (α − 1)) if α is a successor ordinal,








S



 β<α (T KB ↑ β)if α is a limit ordinal.

Similar to logic programs, the following proposition is true for any dl-program KB.
Proposition 4. For any dl-program KB, the upward closure ordinal of T KB is finite, i.e. there is a
number n ≥ 0 such that T KB ↑ n = T KB ↑ ω.
Proof. The proof is immediate from the fact that the Herbrand Base is finite.
The following example is taken from [30, 31], and it is modified to the positive dl-program.
Example 3. Consider KB = (L, P), where L = {S v C} and P is as follows:
r(a) ← DL[S ∪
+ q; C](a); q(a) ← p(a); p(a) ←
Solution. For I = ∅, T KB (I) = {p(a)}. For the second iteration, I = {p(a)}. Then, T KB (I) =
{p(a), q(a)}. For the third iteration, T KB (I) = {p(a), q(a), r(a)}. In third iteration, the concept S was
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extended with a. Now L contains S (a), by modus ponens, we say C(a). Hence, the dl-query (C(a))
is true. Therefore, r(a) is true.
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CHAPTER 4

QC MODEL FOR POSITIVE EXTENDED DISJUNCTIVE DEDUCTIVE DATABASES

4.1

Introduction
The paraconsistent relation portrays a belief system rather than a knowledge system. The

key idea of QC logic is given by the resolution rule of inference, which computes the focused
belief. If the assumptions are considered as beliefs for the resolution, then the resolvent is
called the focused belief. This ensures non-trivial reasoning in QC logic. As an individual can
be both true and false for a given relation in the relational model, we decouple the link during the model construction. This is accomplished with the help of FOCUS D and FOCUS C .

FOCUS D . Let DR be a disjunctive relation on scheme 2Σ and MR be a set of relations. Then
FOCUS D (DR, MR) = {T | ∀T ∈ DIS J(DR) ∧ ∃t ∈ T ∧ ∃R ∈ MR ∧ Att(R) =
Att(NRelation(t)) ∧ (NRelation(t) is positive ∧ t ∈ R− → (T = T \ t)) ∨ (NRelation(t) is negative ∧
t ∈ R+ → (T = T \ t))))}
As a special case, for a given tuple T where T ∈ DR+ , if FOCUS D removes every element
t in tuple T , then we convert the tuple T into a conjunction of the elements in the tuple. This is
similar to f ocus that we defined in the Preliminaries section.
˙ n . For any T ∈ DR,
CONJ. Let DR be a disjunctive relation that is mapped from R1 ∪˙ . . . ∪R
CON J(T ):= { t1 ∧ · · · ∧ tn | ∀ti ∈ T ∧ n ≤ |T | }
Using CONJ, we define FOCUS C .
FOCUS C . Let DR be a disjunctive relation on scheme 2Σ and MR be a set of relations. Then
FOCUS C (DR, MR) = {CON J(T ) | ∀T ∈ DR+ ∧ ∀t ∈ T ∧ ∃R ∈ MR ∧ Att(R) =
Att(NRelation(t)) ∧ ((NRelation(t) is positive ∧ t ∈ R− ) ∨ (NRelation(t) is negative ∧ t ∈ R+ ))}
FOCUS D removes any element t , where t ∈ T and T ∈ DR, that satisfies the predicate of
FOCUS D . Similarly, FOCUS C introduces conjunction among every t ∈ T , where T ∈ DR, that
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satisfies the predicate of FOCUS C . In any DR, any tuple T that contains conjunction should never
be affected by FOCUS D .
To reiterate, DR+ contains tuples which in turn can contain disjunction. From the base DR,
multiple DR can be obtained by applying disjunction in tuples. Each newly created DR from the
base DR should not lose any tuple set; otherwise, it leads to incorrect models. The following
definition addresses the issue.
Proper Disjunctive Relation (PDR). Let DR be a base disjunctive relation. A proper disjunctive
relation is a set, which contains all disjunctive relations that can be formed from DR by applying
disjunction in tuples. Concretely, for every disjunctive relation (DRi ), which is obtained from DR
+

by applying disjunction, τ(DR+ ) = τ(DR+i ) where 1 ≤ i ≤ (2n − 1)τ(DR ) such DRi is a PDRi .
To individualize the relation, we have the following definition.
˙ n and R1 , . . . , Rn be relations on scheme Σ.
Relationalize. Let R1 ∪˙ . . . ∪R
˙ n )[Σ]) : = {R1 , . . . , Rn }
Relationalize(π̇{Σ} (R1 ∪˙ . . . ∪R
The relationalize operator removes the unions among relations and the projection for it. By
doing so, the operator produces a set of relations. If there is a select operation associated with the
expression, then apply the operation before Relationalize is applied. Relationalize is in accordance
to Lits, which is one of the key operators for finding the QC model [12].
During QC model construction, we encounter a set of redundant relation sets. In order to
remove it, we define the following.
Minimize. Let {R11 . . . R1m } and {R21 . . . R2n } be two sets of relations where m ≤ n.
Minimize({{R11 . . . R1n }, {R21 . . . R2m }}) : = {{R11 . . . R1m } | R1i = R2 j ∧Att(R1i ) = Att(R2 j )∧
τ(R1i ) = τ(R2 j ) such that ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m ∧ ∃ j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
4.2

Algorithm
By using the algebra of the relational model, we present a bottom up method for constructing

the QC model for the positive extended disjunctive deductive database. The algorithm that we
present in this section is an extension of the algorithm proposed by Bagai and Sunderraman [19].
The reader is requested to refer to QC logic programs [12] and QC logic [13]. The QC model’s
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construction involves two steps. The first step is to convert P into a set of relation definitions for
the predicate symbols occuring in P. These definitions are of the form
U r = DU r

where Ur is the paraconsistent union of the disjunctive head predicate symbols of P, and DUr is
an algebraic expression involving predicate symbols of P . Here r refers to the equation number,
1 ≤ r ≤ N, where N refers to a total number of equations. The second step is to iteratively
evaluate the expressions in these definitions to incrementally construct the relations associated
with the predicate symbols. The first step is called SERIALIZE and the second step is called
Model Construction.
Algorithm. SERIALIZE
Input. A positive extended disjunctive deductive database clause l0 ∨ · · · ∨ ln ← ln+1 . . . lm . For
any i, 0≤ i ≤ m, li is either of the form pi (Ai1 . . . Aiki ) or ¬pi (Ai1 . . . Aiki ). Let Vi be the set of all
variables occurring in li
Output. An algebraic expression involving paraconsistent relations.
Method. The expression is constructed by the following steps :
1. For each argument Ai j of literal li , construct argument Bi j and condition Ci j as follows :
(a) If Ai j is a constant a, then Bi j is any brand new variable and Ci j is Bi j =a.
(b) If Ai j is a variable, such that for each k, 1≤ k < j, Aik , Ai j , then Bi j is Ai j and Ci j is
true.
(c) If Ai j is a variable, such that for some k, 1≤ k < j, Aik =Ai j , then Bi j is a brand new
variable and Ci j is Ai j = Bi j .
2. Let lˆi be the atom pi (Bi1 . . . Biki ), and Fi be the conjunction Ci1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ciki . If li is a positive
literal, then Qi is the expression π̇Vi σ̇Fi (lˆi )). Otherwise, let Qi be the expression −̇π̇Vi (σ̇Fi (lˆi )).
As a syntatic optimisation, if all conjuncts of Fi are true (i.e. all arguments of li are distinct
variables), then both σ̇Fi and π̇Vi are reduced to identity operations, and are hence dropped
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from the expression.
˙ of the Qi ’s thus obtained, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The output expression is
3. Let U be the union (∪)
(σ̇F1 (π̇DV (U))) [B01 . . . Bnk n ] where DV is the set of distinct variables occurring in all li .
4. Let E be the natural join (./)
˙ of the Qi ’s thus obtained, n + 1 ≤ i ≤ m . The output expression
is (σ̇F1 (π̇DV (E))) [B01 . . . Bnk n ]. As in step 2, if all conjuncts are true, then σ̇F1 is dropped
from the output expression.
From the algebraic expression of the algorithm, we construct a system of equations.
For any positive extended disjunctive deductive database P, EQN (P) is a set of all equations
of the form Ur = DUr , where Ur is a union of the head predicate symbols of P, and DUr is the union
∪˙ of all expressions obtained by the algorithm SERIALIZE for clauses in P with the same Ur in
their head. If all literals in the head are the same for any two rules, then Ur is the same for those
two rules.
The final step is then to construct the model by incrementally constructing the relation values in P.
For any positive extended disjunctive deductive database, PE are the non disjunctive-facts (clauses
in P without bodies), and PB are the disjunctive rules (clauses in P with bodies). P∗E refers to a set
of all ground instances of clauses in PE . Then, PI = P∗E ∪ PB .
The following algorithm finds the QC model for P.
ALGORITHM. Model Construction
Input. A positive extended disjunctive deductive database (P)
Output. Minimal QC Model for P.
Method : The values are computed by the following steps.
1. (Initialization)
(a) Compute EQN(PI ) using the algorithm SERIALIZE for each clause in PI .
(b) SModel= ∅ , For each predicate symbol p in PE , set
p+ = {(a1 . . . ak) | p(a1 . . . , ak) ∈ P∗E }, and p− = ∅ or
p− = {(a1 . . . ak) | ¬p(a1, . . . ak) ∈ P∗E } and p+ = ∅
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SModel=p
End for.
2. (Rule Application)
(a) DModel= ∅.
For every SModel (SModel , ∅), create copies of the relations in SModel and replace
the SModel with the copies.
(b) For every equation r of the form Ur = DU r , create DRr and insert the tuples from the
copies in SModel into the corresponding exact relation in the equation r. Then map the
definite tuples for the relations in Ur to DRr . Compute the expression DU r and set the
relations in Ur with D+U r .
(c) Map the newly added tuples of Ur to DRr . Apply Θ and Ω to every relation in Ur . Also
apply Θ to every relation in SModel. Then

DRr = FOCUS C (DRr , S Model)

DRr = FOCUS D (DRr , S Model)
Repeat FOCUS D until there is no change in DRr . When there is no change is DRr ,
apply Θ to every relation in SModel and apply Ω and Θ to every relation in Ur .
(d) Create a set of proper disjunctive relations (PDRr ) from the focused DRr .
(e) Delete all tuples for the relations in Ur and create multiple replicas of Ur , which is
denoted by the set Cr , where |Cr | = |PDRr |.
(f) Re-map each p in PDRr to C where C ∈ Cr .
For every C ∈ Cr ,
C= Relationalize(C)
/* Cr contains a collection of set of relations. */
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DModel = DModel

S

Cr

/* Merging relations of every equation */
(g) Once all equations are evaluated for the current SModel, perform the following: i) for
every M ∈ DModel and for every exact relation for SModel that is not in M, create
the exact relation in M, and ii) for every M ∈ DModel and for every exact relation for
SModel that is in M, insert the tuples from the copy relation in SModel into the exact
relation. Then add DModel to TempModel.
(h) Once every SModel is applied, start from step 2 (a) with SModel=Minimize (TempModel) and stop when there is no change in SModel.
3. Minimal QC Model : Pick one (many) set (s) in SModel whose sum of the size of all relations in the set (s) is (are) minimal.
It is very intuitive from the algorithm that if the computation of DUr is empty for any SModel,
then discard the SModel. We found that the algorithm should be extended a little to accommodate
disjunctive facts, duplicate variables in disjunctive literals, and constants in disjunctive literals.

4.3

Example

Example 4. Let P be a positive extended disjunctive deductive database. It has the following facts
and rules :
r(a, c), p(a), p(c), ¬ f (a, b), s(c)
w(X) ∨ g(X) ∨ ¬p(X) ← r(X, Y), s(Y)
w(X) ∨ g(X) ∨ ¬p(X) ← ¬ f (X, Y)
Solution. By step 1 (a) in initialization,
w(X) ∨ g(X) ∨ ¬p(X) ← r(X, Y), s(Y) is serialized to
+
˙
(π̇{X} (w(X)∪g(X)
∪˙ −̇p(X))[X]= (π̇{X} (r(X, Y)./s(Y)))
˙
[X]

and w(X) ∨ g(X) ∨ ¬p(X) ← ¬ f (X, Y) is serialized to
˙
(π̇{X} (w(X)∪g(X)
∪˙ −̇p(X))[X]= (π̇{X} (−̇ f (X, Y)))+ [X]
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Both equations that are obtained after serialization have the same left-hand side expression.
So, it is written as one equation (as show in (1)). EQN(PI ) returns :
+
˙
˙ {X} (−̇ f (X, Y)))+ [X]
1. (π̇{X} (w(X)∪g(X)
∪˙ −̇p(X))[X]= (π̇{X} (r(X, Y)./s(Y)))
˙
[X]∪(π̇

After step 1 (b) in initialization, SModel = {r, p, s, f } where
{X}
r=

{X, Y}
(a, c)

p = (a) s =

{Y}
(c)

(c)

f =

{X, Y}
(a, b)

After step 2(a), SModel = {r0 , p0 , s0 , f 0 } (COPIES) where
{X}
r0 =

{X, Y}
(a, c)

p0 = (a) s0 =

{Y}
(c)

(c)
f0 =

{X, Y}

(a, b)
In step 2 (b), there is only one SModel and an equation. It is necessary to insert the tuples
from the copies in SModel to the corresponding relations in the equation. DModel= ∅. Then map
the definite tuples to DR1 for the current SModel.
{w.X}

{g.X}

DR1 =

{p.X}
(a)

(c)
Compute the equation and assign it to U1 . Map the newly added (disjunctive) tuples to DR1 .
{w.X}
DR1 =

{g.X}

{p.X}

(a) ∨ (a) ∨ (a)
(a)

(c)
By step 2 (c), DR1 = FOCUS D (DR1 , S Model)
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{w.X}
DR1 =

{g.X}

{p.X}

(a) ∨ (a)
(a)
(c)

By step 2 (d), PDR1 = {PDR11 , PDR21 ,PDR31 }
{w.X}
PDR11 =

{g.X}

{p.X}

(a)
(a)
(c)
{w.X}

{g.X}

{p.X}

(a)

PDR21 =

(a)
(c)
{w.X}
PDR31 =

{g.X}

{p.X}

(a) ∨ (a)
(a)

(c)
Map every p in PDR1 back to a set of base relations. We skip a step (2 (d)) here. After
relationalizing the set of relations (step 2 (f)), we write:
C1 = {{ w, p }1 ,{g, p}2 ,{w, g, p }3 }
{ w, p }1
{X}
w=

{X}
(a)

p = (a)
(c)

{ g, p }2
{X}
g=

{X}
(a)

p = (a)
(c)
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{ w, g, p }3
{X}
w=

{X}
(a)

g=

{X}
(a)

p = (a)
(c)

DModel= DModel

S

C1

By step 2 (g),
DModel = {{w, p, r, s, f }1 , {g, p, r, s, f }2 , {w, g, p, r, s, f }3 }
{ w, p, r, s, f }1
{X}
w=

{X}
(a)

p = (a) r =

{X, Y}
(a, c)

s=

{Y}
(c)

f =

{X, Y}
(a, b)

(c)
{ g, p, r, s, f }2
{X}
g=

{X}
(a)

p = (a) r =

{X, Y}
(a, c)

{Y}

s=

(c)

f =

{X, Y}
(a, b)

(c)
{ w, g, p, r, s, f }3
{X}
w=

{X}
(a)

g=

{X}
(a)

p = (a) r =

{X, Y}
(a, c)

s=

{Y}
(c)

f =

(c)

{X, Y}
(a, b)

Add DModel to TempModel.
By step 2 (h), SModel=Minimize (TempModel)
The algorithm stops when there is no change in SModel. We then skip further iterations and
write the final result:
Minimal QC Model = { { w, p, r, s, f }1 , {g, p, r, s, f }2 }
{ w, p, r, s, f }1
{X}
w=

{X}
(a)

p = (a) r =
(c)

{ g, p, r, s, f }2

{X, Y}
(a, c)

s=

{Y}
(c)

f =

{X, Y}
(a, b)
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{X}
g=

{X}
(a)

p = (a) r =

{X, Y}
(a, c)

s=

{Y}
(c)

(c)
f =

{X, Y}

(a, b)
In other words, Minimal QC Model = {
{w(a), p(a), p(c), r(a, c), s(c), ¬ f (a, b)},
{g(a), p(a), p(c), r(a, c), s(c), ¬ f (a, b)}
}
Gelfond and Lifschitz adopt the way of trivializing results [6] while the algorithm tolerates
inconsistencies. However, we observe that we have not proven the CORRECTNESS of the algorithm. Our immediate future work is to prove that the algorithm mimics fixed point semantics
(Proposition 1 and Proposition 2) [12].
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CHAPTER 5

CONSTRUCTION OF P-MINIMAL MODELS USING PARACONSISTENT
RELATIONAL MODEL

5.1

Introduction
In this chapter, we borrow operators from Chapter 4 and construct p-minimal for positive

extended disjunctive deductive database. However, fixed-point semantics for p-minimal model
is different from QC models. We first define p-minimal model and construct the model in the
extended database setting.
Given a first order language L, a disjunctive deductive database P [22] consists of logical
inference rules of the form: r (rule) = l0 ∨ · · · ∨ ln ← ln+1 , . . . , lm . A rule is called a positive
disjunctive rule if the rule has both head (disjunction of literals) and body (conjunction of literals). Concretely, the rule r is called positive extended disjunctive rule if l0 , . . . , ln , ln+1 , . . . , lm are
literals which are either positive or negative (¬) atoms. For the given syntax of positive extended
disjunctive deductive databases, we reproduce the fixed point semantics of P [7].
Fixed-point Semantics. Let P be a positive extended disjunctive deductive database and I
S
be a set of interpretations, then TP (I) = I∈I T P (I)






∅, if ln+1 , . . . , lm ⊆ I for some











ground constraint ← ln+1 . . . lm from P;








T P (I) = 
{J | for each ground clause











ri : l0 ∨ · · · ∨ ln ← ln+1 , . . . , lm such that








S



 {ln+1 , . . . , lm } ⊆ I, J = I ∪ ri {l j }(1 ≤ j ≤ n)}, otherwise.
In the definition of T P (I), {l j }(1 ≤ j ≤ n) is a collection of sets where every set in the collection
contains a disjunct. For any positive extended disjunctive deductive database P, TP is finite and
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TP ↑ n = TP ↑ ω where n is a successor ordinal and ω is a limit ordinal. For any positive extended
disjunctive deductive database P, p-minimal models = min(µ(TP ↑ ω)1 ) where min(I) = {I ∈ I |
@J ∈ I such that J ⊂ I} .
5.2

Algorithm
In this section, we serialize the clauses into equations and form a system of equation, which

is very similar to section 4.2.
Algorithm. SERIALIZE
Input. A positive extended disjunctive deductive database clause l0 ∨ · · · ∨ ln ← ln+1 . . . lm . For
any i, 0≤ i ≤ m, li is either of the form pi (Ai1 . . . Aiki ) or ¬pi (Ai1 . . . Aiki ), and let Vi be the set of all
variables occurring in li .
Output. An algebraic expression involving paraconsistent relations.
Method. The expression is constructed by the following steps :
1. For each argument Ai j of literal li , construct argument Bi j and condition Ci j as follows :
(a) If Ai j is a constant a, then Bi j is any brand new variable and Ci j is Bi j =a.
(b) If Ai j is a variable, such that for each k, 1≤ k < j, Aik , Ai j , then Bi j is Ai j and Ci j is
true.
(c) If Ai j is a variable, such that for some k, 1≤ k < j, Aik =Ai j , then Bi j is a brand new
variable and Ci j is Ai j = Bi j .
2. Let lˆi be the atom pi (Bi1 . . . Biki ), and Fi be the conjunction Ci1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ciki . If li is a positive
literal, then Qi is the expression π̇Vi σ̇Fi (lˆi )). Otherwise, let Qi be the expression −̇π̇Vi (σ̇Fi (lˆi )).
As a syntatic optimisation, if all conjuncts of Fi are true (i.e. all arguments of li are distinct
variables), then both σ̇Fi and π̇Vi are reduced to identity operations, and are hence dropped
from the expression σ̇Fi .
1

µ(TP ↑ ω) = {I | I ∈ TP ↑ ω and I ∈ TP (I)}
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˙ of the Qi ’s thus obtained, 0 ≤ i ≤ n . The output expression is
3. Let U be the union (∪)
(σ̇F1 (π̇DV (U))) [B01 . . . Bnk n ] where DV is the set of distinct variables occurring in all li .
4. Let E be the natural join (./)
˙ of the Qi ’s thus obtained, n + 1 ≤ i ≤ m . The output expression
is (σ̇F1 (π̇DV (E))) [B01 . . . Bnk n ]. As in step 2, if all conjuncts are true, then σ̇F1 is dropped
from the output expression.
From the algebraic expression of the algorithm, we then construct a system of equations.
For any positive extended disjunctive deductive database P, EQN (P) is a set of all equations
of the form Ur = DUr , where Ur is a union of the head predicate symbols of P, and DUr is the
˙ of all expressions obtained by the algorithm SERIALIZE for clauses in P
paraconsistent union (∪)
with the same Ur in their head. If all literals in the head are the same for any two rules, then Ur is
the same for the two rules.
The final step is then to construct the model by incrementally constructing the relation values in P.
For any positive extended disjunctive deductive database, PE is the non disjunctive-facts (clauses
in P without bodies), and PB is the disjunctive rules (clauses in P with bodies). P∗E refers to a set
of all ground instances of clauses in PE . Then, PI = P∗E ∪ PB .
The following algorithm finds p-minimal models for P.
ALGORITHM. MODEL CONSTRUCTION
Input. A positive extended disjunctive deductive database (P)
Output. P-minimal models for P.
Method : The values are computed by the following steps.
1. (Initialization)
(a) Compute EQN(PI ) using the algorithm SERIALIZE for each clause in PI .
(b) SModel= ∅ , For each predicate symbol p in PE , set
p+ = {(a1 . . . ak) | p(a1 . . . , ak) ∈ P∗E }, and p− = ∅ or
p− = {(a1 . . . ak) | ¬p(a1, . . . ak) ∈ P∗E } and p+ = ∅
SModel=p
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End for.
2. (Rule Application)
(a) For every SModel (SModel , ∅), create copies of the relations in SModel and replace
the SModel with the copies. DModel= ∅.
(b) For every equation r of the form Ur = DU r , create DRr and insert the tuples from the
copies in SModel into the corresponding exact relation in the equation r. Apply Θ to
every relation in Ur and map the definite tuples for the relations in Ur to DRr . Again,
apply Θ to every relation in Ur . Compute the expression DU r and set the relations in Ur
with D+U r .
(c) Apply Θ to every relation in Ur , map the newly added tuples of Ur to DRr and create a
set of proper disjunctive relations (PDRr ) from the DRr .
(d) Delete all tuples for the relations in Ur and create multiple replicas of Ur , which is
denoted by the set Cr , where |Cr | = |PDRr |.
(e) Re-map each p in PDRr to C where C ∈ Cr .
For every C ∈ Cr ,
C= Relationalize(C)
For every R ∈ C
R = Θ(R)
End For.
End For.
DModel = DModel

S

Cr /* Merging relations of every equation */

(f) Once all equations are evaluated for the current SModel, perform the following: i) for
every M ∈ DModel and for every exact relation for SModel that is not in M, create
the exact relation in M; and ii) for every M ∈ DModel and for every exact relation for
SModel that is in M, insert the tuples from the copy relation in SModel into the exact
relation of M. Then add DModel to TempModel.
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(g) Once every SModel is applied, start from step 2 (a) with
SModel= Minimize(TempModel) and stop when there is no change in SModel.
3. P-models : rewrite the set of relations in SModel as a set of literals. P-minimal models=
min(P-models) (min() is defined in Preliminaries).
It is very intuitive from the algorithm that if the computation of DUr is empty for any SModel,
then discard the SModel. We found that the algorithm should be extended a little to accommodate
for disjunctive facts, duplicate variables in disjunctive literals, and constants in disjunctive literals.

5.3

Example
The following example shows that how the algorithm works.

Example 5. Let P be a positive extended disjunctive deductive database. It has the following facts
and rules :
r(a,c), p(a), p(c), ¬f(a,b), s(c)
g(X) ∨¬ p(X) ← r(X,Y), s(Y)
g(X) ∨¬ p(X) ← ¬f(X,Y)
Solution. After step 1 (a) in initialization, EQN(PI ) returns :
(U1 )(π̇{X} (g(X)∪˙ −̇p(X))[X]=
+
˙ {X} (−̇ f (X, Y)))+ [X]
(π̇{X} (r(X, Y)./s(Y)))
˙
[X]∪(π̇

After step 1 (b) in initialization, SModel = {r, p, s, f } where
{X}
{X, Y}

{Y}
p (a) s

r
(a, c)

{X, Y}
f

(c)
(c)

(a, b)

After step 2 (a), SModel = {r0 , p0 , s0 , f 0 } (COPIES) where
{X}
r0

{X, Y}

p0 (a) s0

(a, c)

{Y}
(c)

(c)

f0

{X, Y}
(a, b)
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In step 2 (b), there is only one SModel and one equation. It is necessary to insert the tuples
from the copies in SModel to the corresponding relations in the equation. DModel= ∅. Then map
the definite tuples to DR1 for the current SModel. Compute the expression and assign it to U1 .
{g.X}

{p.X}

DR1

(a)

(c)
By step 2 (c), map the newly added (disjunctive) tuples to DR1 .
{g.X}

{p.X}

(a) ∨ (a)
DR1
(a)
(c)
PDR1 = {PDR11 , PDR21 ,PDR31 }
{g.X}
PDR11

{p.X}

(a) ∨ (a)

{g.X}

{p.X}
(a)

PDR21

(a)

{g.X}

{p.X}

(a)

PDR31

(a)

(a)

(c)
(c)
(c)
We skip a step (2 (d)) here. Map every p in PDR1 back to a set of base relation. We write
after relationalizing the set of relations and applying Θ (step 2 (e)).
C1 = {{ g, p }1 ,{p}2 ,{g, p }3 }
{X}

{X}

(a)

(a)

{X}
{ g, p }1 g

{X}
p
(a)

{ p }2 p

(c)

{X}

{ g, p }3 g

p (a)

(c)

(a)
(c)

(a)
S
DModel= DModel C1

(a)

By step 2 (f), DModel = {{g, p, r, s, f }1 , {p, r, s, f }2 , {g, p, r, s, f }3 }
{X}
{g, p, r, s, f }1 g

{X}
(a)

{X, Y}

(a)
p

r
(c)
(a)

{Y}
s

(a, c)

{X, Y}
f

(c)

(a, b)
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{X}
{ p, r, s, f }2 p

{X, Y}

(a)
r
(c)

{Y}
s

(a, c)

{X, Y}
f

(c)

(a, b)

(a)
{X}
{ g, p, r, s, f }3 g

{X}

{X, Y}
p (a) r

(a)

{Y}
s

(a, c)
(c)

{X, Y}
f

(c)

(a, b)

Add DModel to TempModel.
By step 2 (g), SModel=Minimize(TempModel). The algorithm stops when there is no change
in SModel. We skip further iterations and go to the final step (3). In the final step, we first rewrite
the relation in the form of literals,
P-models = {{g(a), p(a), p(c), ¬p(a), r(a, c), s(c), ¬ f (a, b)},
{p(a), p(c), ¬p(a), r(a, c), s(c), ¬ f (a, b)}, {g(a), p(a), p(c), r(a, c), s(c), ¬ f (a, b)}}.
Then, p-minimal models = {{p(a), p(c), ¬p(a), r(a, c), s(c), ¬ f (a, b)},
{g(a), p(a), p(c), r(a, c), s(c), ¬ f (a, b)}}.
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CHAPTER 6

HANDLING INCONSISTENT CLOSED PREDICATES: A PARACONSISTENT
APPROACH

6.1

Introduction
The Semantic Web [34], which is an extension of the World Wide Web (WWW), adds meta-

data to the content in the Web so that the machine can interpret the content. The Semantic Web’s
vision is achieved with the help of ontologies, which formally represent the data so that software
agents can understand the data. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [35], which is a W3C recommendation standard, is an ontology language whose semantics are based on description logic [24].
Traditionally, the Semantic Web is based on OWA which does not allow inference of negative
information based on non-provability. However in real world KBs, all predicates do not need to
be opened at all times because some predicates are not changing. In other words, either some
predicates that exist in the KBs are complete or some predicates are migrated from relational
databases. For example, in earth KB, assume there are two predicates, Population and Country;
Population can be changing, but not Country which could be closed.
As our motivating example, consider the following ALC KB. For the purpose of understanding, consider LatinAmericanCountries are only Mexico and Brazil.
Example 6. KB = {
LatinAmericanCountries v ⊥
LatinAmericanCountries(Mexico)
LatinAmericanCountries(Brazil)
RestaurantsInLatinAmerica(McDonalds)
RestaurantsInLatinAmerica(KFC) }.
In Example 6, LatinAmericanCountries is a closed concept and RestaurantsInLatinAmerica
is an open concept. According to [23] and [26], an ABox is satisfiable with respect to a TBox and
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close predicates iff there is a model that satisfies the TBox, the closed predicates and the ABox.
It is easy to observe that Example 6 has no models. However, consider a database containing
the relation LatinAmericanCountries and the tuples such as Mexico. When a user queries the
database, the user gets the answer. If the same data is migrated to KB, then the data becomes
inconsistent because of some inconsistent axioms and querying such KBs is trivialized (anything
can be a consequent of the KB). Hence, it is extremely vital to handle such inconsistencies for KBs
with closed predicates.
In description logic without closed predicates, many works [36–39] have been proposed to
handle inconsistencies. Particularly, we are very interested in the works [40] and [41], where
the authors introduced four-valued description logic and transformed it to two-valued description
logic. Then the transformed description logic is reasoned over standard reasoners. There is an
advancement to this approach called quasi-classic description logic [42] whose inference power
is stronger than four-valued description logic. As we are focused on handling inconsistencies in
closed predicates rather than obtaining stronger inference, we choose four-valued description logic
in our work. Specifically, we borrow some ideas from [43] to represent closed predicates in fourvalued description logic.
6.2

Algorithm
The predicates in description logic are usually open because description logic is OWA. To

introduce closed predicates, a new component is added to the TBox (T ) which is Σ (a set of closed
predicates). For any ABox A, a model I of (T, Σ) and A is an interpretation I with Ind (A)1 ⊆ ∆I
that satisfies T and A and such that the extensions of all closed predicates satisfies the explicitly
stated assertions in the ABox [23] and [26]. In other words,
C I ={ a | C(a) ∈ A} ∀C ∈ Σ ∩ NC
rI ={(a, b) | r(a, b) ∈ A} ∀r ∈ Σ ∩ NR
Let KB be (T, Σ) and A, and Q be a query. If, for every interpretation I, I |=2 KB and I
|=2 Q, then KB |=2 Q. It is important to note that Σ contains only atomic predicates and no closed
1

Ind(A) refers to a set of all individuals in the ABox A.
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predicates have negation (¬) in front of it in any KBs. In Table I, C ∈ NC ∩ Σ.
To handle inconsistencies associated with the closed predicates using four-valued logic, it is
required to define the semantics for closed predicates in four-valued logic. The following section
discusses the same.
6.2.1

Semantics of four-valued ALC with closed predicates

The four valued logic for ALC is created by assigning both positive P and negative N extensions for any open concept description. As four-valued ALC is based on Belnap’s four valued
logic, it has four truth values ( true (1), false(0), nothing (n), both (b) ). If A ∈ NC , then A(a) is:
• 1 if aI ∈ P and aI < N
• 0 if aI < P and aI ∈ N
• n if aI < P and aI < N
• b if aI ∈ P and aI ∈ N
If a predicate is a closed predicate, it should have 0 and 1 as truth values. Closed predicates
are always considered to be complete and no new information can be inferred on it. In other
words, closed predicates have classical semantics in four-valued semantics of ALC. ALC does
not have constructors like ¬r(a, b). So, roles in four-valued ALC are considered to have classical
semantics [41]. Based on [44] and [45], the authors [40, 43] and [41] introduced three types of
different semantics to inclusions.
A 7−→ B (material inclusion)
A @ B (internal inclusion)
A → B (strong inclusion)
Although all three inclusions are valid for four-valued ALC, in this chapter we use only
internal implication while we are working with closed predicates. Hence, we specify A v B as
A @ B for four-valued ALC with closed predicates. Table 6.1 shows the semantics of four-valued
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Table (6.1) Semantics of four-valued ALC with closed predicates
Syntax
A
C
r
⊥
>
¬A
AuB

Name
open concept
closed concept
open or closed role
bottom
top
negation
conjunction

AuC

conjunction

AuC
AtB

conjunction
disjunction

AtC

disjunction

AtC
∃r.A

disjunction
existential restrictions

∃r.C

existential restrictions

∀r.A

universal restrictions

∀r.C

universal restrictions

C@A
A(a)
C(a)
r(a, b)

internal inclusion
open concept assertion
closed concept assertion
role assertion

Semantics
0
0
AI =hP, Ni where P and N ⊆ ∆I
0
0
C I ⊆ ∆I
0
0
0
rI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I
0
h∅, ∆I i
0
h∆I , ∅i
0
0
¬AI = hN, Pi if AI = hP, Ni
hP1 ∩ P2 , N1 ∪ N2 i if A= hP1 , N1 i and B= hP2 , N2 i where A
and B are open concepts.
0
hP1 ∩ C I , N1 i if A = hP1 , N1 i. where A is an open concept
and C is a closed concept.
0
0
AI ∩ C I where A and C are closed concepts.
hP1 ∪ P2 , N1 ∩ N2 i if A= hP1 , N1 i and B= hP2 , N2 i where A
and B are open concepts.
0
hP1 ∪ C I , N1 i if A = hP1 , N1 i where A is an open concept
and C is a closed concept.
0
0
AI ∪ C I if where A and C are open concepts.
0
0
0
h{ x |∃y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ rI and y ∈ pro j+ (AI )},
0
0
0
{ x |∀y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ rI → y ∈ pro j− (AI )}i where A is
an open concept (This semantics work for both closed and
open r).
0
0
0
{x | ∃y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ rI and y ∈ C I } where C is a closed
concept (This semantics work for both closed and open r).
0
0
0
h{ x |∀y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ rI → y ∈ pro j+ (AI )},
0
0
0
{ x |∃y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ rI and y ∈ pro j− (AI )}i where A is
an open concept (This semantics work for both closed and
open r ).
0
0
0
{x | ∀y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ rI → y ∈ C I } where C is a closed
concept (This semantics work for both closed and open r ).
0
0
C I ⊆ pro j+ (AI )
0
0
aI ∈ pro j+ (AI )
0
0
aI ∈ C I
0
0
0
(aI , bI ) ∈ (rI ) r can be either open or closed
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ALC with closed predicates. In Table 6.1, closing both antecedent and consequent of the internal
inclusion axiom (inclusion) lead to the database integrity constraint [46].
The semantics of four-valued ALC with closed predicates are given by a four-valued interpretation I0 = (∆I , ·I ) where ∆I is a finite non-empty set abstract domain and ·I is a mapping
0

0

0

0

where it assigns subsets of (∆I )2 to open concepts, elements of ∆I to individuals and elements of
0

0

∆I to closed concepts such that condition in Table 6.2 is satisfied (the mapping for roles is simi0

lar to two-valued ALC). If A is an open concept and I0 is a four-valued interpretation such that
AI =hP, Ni, then proj+ (AI )=P and proj− (AI )=N. A four-valued model of the KB is defined as a
0

0

0

four-valued interpretation which satisfies every axiom in the TBox, every assertion in the ABox
and the extensions of closed predicates should agree on what is explicitly stated in the ABox. A
KB is called satisfiable (unsatisfiable) iff there exists (does not exist) a model. KB entails (|=4 ) the
query Q iff every four-valued model of KB is a four-valued model of Q.
Definition 3. Let C be a closed concept, A be an open concept and KB be a four-valued knowledge
base of ALC with closed predicates.
1. C is two-valued satisfiable wrt the KB if there is a four-valued model I0 of the KB such that
CI is not empty. The open concept A is four-valued satisfiable when pro j+ (AI ) is not empty.
0

0

2. C is subsumed by A wrt the KB if CI ⊆ proj+ (AI ) in every four-valued model of I0 in the
0

0

KB. Similarly, A is subsumed by C can be defined.
Proposition 5. Let C be a closed concept and KB be a four-valued ALC knowledge base with
closed predicates. C is two-valued unsatisfiable iff C is subsumed by ⊥.
Proposition 6. For any closed concept C and open concept A in four-valued ALC. C is subsumed
by A iff C @ A.
Proof. The proof is immediate from Table 6.1 and Definition 3.
Even though we have given the semantics of closed predicates in four-valued ALC, it is
necessary to show that it is sound with respect to two-valued ALC with closed predicates which
is discussed in the following section. Moreover, the proofs of next two sections are similar to [43],
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but we analyze particularly in the presence of closed predicates, which is novel here. All of the
propositions discussed in the next two sections are true for open predicates which are given in [43].
6.2.2

Four-valued ALC with Closed Predicates is Sound

There exists a correspondence between a two-valued interpretation I and a four valued interpretation Ic which is referred as correspondence to I in any KB with closed predicates. As the
domain for I and Ic are the same, it is referred to as ∆. Then
• For any a ∈ NI , aIC = aI
• For any r ∈ Nr , rIC = rI
• For any A ∈ NC , AIC = hAI , ∆ \ AI i
Proposition 7. Let I be a two-valued interpretation and its correspondence is IC . Then for any
concept closed concept C ∈ Σ ∩ NC or closed role r ∈ Σ ∩ Nr ,
C IC = C I
rIC = rI
Proof. The semantics in Table 6.1 and Table 3.1 yield the proof trivially.
Proposition 8. If I is a two valued interpretation and IC is its correspondence, then for any closed
assertion C or r, I is a two valued model of C(r) iff IC is a two valued model of C(r).
Proof. Assume C as C(a). Then IC is a two-valued model of C(a) iff aIC ∈ C IC iff aI ∈ C I iff I
is a two valued model of C(a). Assume r as r(a, b). Then IC is a two valued model of r(a, b) iff
(aIC , bIC ) ∈ rIC iff (aI , bI ) ∈ rI iff I is a two valued model of r(a, b).
Proposition 9. If I is a two-valued interpretation and IC is its correspondence, then for any axiom
Ax containing closed predicates, I is a two valued model of Ax iff IC is a four valued model of
Ax.
Proof. Consider Ax as C @ A where C ∈ Σ ∩ NC and A < Σ but A ∈ NC . Then IC is four valued
model of Ax iff C IC ⊆ pro j+ (AIC ) iff C I ⊆ AI iff I is a two valued model of Ax.
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Proposition 8 considers only closed predicates. However, for any open predicates, IC is a
four-valued model iff I is a two-valued model [43]. Moreover, Proposition 9 is true whether the
axioms contain closed predicates or not.
Hence, by proposition 8 and 9, the following proposition is true with closed predicates in the
KB.
Proposition 10. Let KB be a four-valued ALC and Ax be an axiom or assertion in four-valued
ALC. If KB 4 Ax, then KB 2 Ax.
Proposition 11. Let Q be a four-valued query and Q0 be the same query Q but the representation
is in two-valued logic. Let KB be a knowledge base of four-valued ALC with closed predicates
and KB0 be the knowledge base of two-valued ALC with closed predicates, which is obtained by
replacing every occurrence of @ with v. If KB 4 Q, then KB0 2 Q0 .
Proof. Suppose KB 4 Q and I is a two valued model of KB0 . Then, the correspondence of I is
IC satisfies KB0 by Proposition 8, 9 and [43, Proposition 22]. In addition to that, IC satisfies KB.
KB 4 Q leads to IC 4 Q. By Proposition 8, 9, and [43, Proposition 22], I 2 Q. Since Q and Q0
are semantically the same, I 2 Q0 is true.
In section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, we introduced closed predicates in four-valued ALC and showed
that it is sound. In the following section, we handle the inconsistency associated with closed
predicates and transform it to two-valued ALC with closed predicates.
6.2.3

Four-valued to Two-valued Transformation of ALC with closed predicates

Before we elaborate on the transformation from four-valued ALC with closed predicates to
two-valued ALC with closed predicates, it is important to note that in Proposition 3.1, we state
the unsatisfiability for any closed concept. The unsatisfiability applies to any open concept as well.
For an open concept A, if A is subsumed by ⊥, it is converted into a satisfiable form in which
⊥ is transformed to Anew u ¬Anew (Anew is a new open concept). We apply the same technique
here to address the unsatisfiability associated with closed concepts. Let C be a closed concept
(C ∈ Σ). If C v ⊥, then we convert into satisfiable form by rewriting the axiom in following
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Table (6.2) Transformation
Concept/Axioms/Assertions
π(A)
π(C)
π(¬A)
π(>)
π(⊥)
π(¬>)
π(¬⊥)
π(A u C)
π¬(A u B)
π(A t C)
π¬(A t B)
π(∃r.C)
π(∀r.C)
π¬(∃r.A)
π¬(∀r.A)
π(¬¬A)
π(A @ C)
π(A(a))
π(C(a))
π(r(a, b))

Transformation Result
A where A < Σ and A ∈ NC .
C where C ∈ Σ ∩ NC .
0
0
C where C is a new concept and C 0 < Σ and C 0 ∈ NC
>
⊥
⊥
>
π(A) u π(C)
π(¬A) u π(¬B)
π(A) t π(C)
π(¬A)tπ(¬B)
∃r.π(C)
∀r.π(C)
∀r.π(¬A)
∃r.π(¬A)
π(A)
π(A) v π(C)
π(A)(a)
π(C)(a)
r(a, b) where r can be either closed or open

way : C v Onew u ¬Onew where Onew < Σ but Onew ∈ NC . Now, C is two-valued satisfiable and
Onew is four-valued satisfiable in four-valued logic. In classical logic, C is satisfiable but Onew
causes inconsistencies. In this way, the inconsistencies associated with closed concepts are
pushed to open concepts. To handle the inconsistencies associated with open concepts, we use
the transformation from [40, 43] and [41], which is represented in Table 6.2, but Table 6.2 is added
with transformation for closed concepts. In Table 6.2, B is an open concept. The transformed KB
is then reasoned with description logic reasoners.

Let L4 be the language of four-valued ALC with closed predicates and L2 be the language
transformed (π) from four-valued ALC with closed predicates. L2 is two valued logic. Let I4 be
the interpretation of L4 and I2 be the interpretation of L2 and it is also a two-valued correspondence
of I4 .
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∆I2 =∆I4
For each individual a ∈ NI , aI2 =aI4
For each role r ∈ NR , rI4 = rI4
For each concept A ∈ NC and A < Σ , AI2 = proj+ (AI4 ) and A0I2 = proj− (AI2 )
For each concept C ∈ NC ∩ Σ, C I4 = C I2
Proposition 12. Let I4 be a four-valued interpretation, I2 be the two valued correspondence of
I4 , and C be a atomic closed concept or a concept descriptions containing all closed predicates
in four-valued ALC. Then C I4 = π(C)I2 is true.
Proof. If C is a atomic closed predicate, the application of transformation results π(C)= C.
Therefore, C I4 = C I2 =π(C)I2 . If C is D u E where {D, E} ⊆ NC ∩ Σ , then C I4 = DI4 ∩ E I4
= π(D)I2 ∩ π(E)I2 =(π(D) u π(E))I2 = π(D u E)I2 . If C is ∀r.D where D ∈ Σ ∩ NC , then
C I4 = {x | ∀y | (x, y) ∈ rI4 → y ∈ DI4 } = {x | ∀y | (x, y) ∈ rI2 → y ∈ π(D)I2 } =(∀r.π(D))I2
= π(∀r.D)I2 .
Proposition 13. Let I4 be a four-valued interpretation, I2 be the two valued correspondence of
I4 , and C be non-atomic closed concept descriptions containing some (not all) closed predicates
in four-valued ALC. Then pro j+ (C I4 )= π(C)I2 and pro j− (C I4 )= π(¬C)I2 is true.
Proof. If C is B u D where D ∈ NC ∩ Σ and B ∈ NC , then pro j+ (C I4 ) = pro j+ (BI4 ) ∩ DI4 =
π(B)I2 ∩ DI2 =(π(B) u π(D))I2 = π(B u D)I2 and pro j− (C I4 ) = pro j− (BI4 ) =π(¬B)I2 . If C is ∀r.A
where A ∈ Σ ∩ NC , then pro j+ (C I4 ) = {x | ∀y | (x, y) ∈ rI4 → y ∈ AI4 } = {x | ∀y | (x, y) ∈ rI2 →
y ∈ π(A)I2 } =(∀r.π(A))I2 = π(∀r.A)I2 and pro j− (AI4 ) is empty because there is no negative part
for closed concepts and open (closed) roles. The other constructors with closed predicates can be
proved very similarly.
To reiterate, there is no negation before closed concepts in any KBs. For any open predicates
O, pro j+ (OI4 ) is π(O)I2 and pro j− (OI4 ) is π(¬O)I2 [43].
Proposition 14. Let I4 be a four-valued interpretation, I2 be the two valued correspondence of
I4 , and Ax be an axiom or assertion in four-valued ALC that has closed predicates. I4 is a model
for Ax iff I2 is a model for π(Ax).
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Proof. If Ax= C(a) where C ∈ NC ∩ Σ, then π(Ax) = π(C)(a). Therefore, aI4 ∈ C I4 iff aI2 ∈ C I2
(By Proposition 12 and Proposition 13). If Ax= C @ D where C ∈ NC ∩ Σ and D < Σ but D ∈ NC ,
then C I4 ⊆ pro j+ (DI4 ) iff π(C)I2 ⊆ π(D)I2 iff I2 is a two valued model of π(C) @ π(D) iff I2 is a
two valued model of π(C @ D).
Proposition 15. Let KB be a four-valued ALC with closed predicates and Q be a query from
four-valued ALC. KB 4 Q iff π(KB) 2 π(Q).
Proposition 12, Proposition 13 and Proposition 14 yield the proof for Proposition 15.

6.3

Example
The following example consolidates the works presented in the chapter. The example is taken

from [23], and it is extended to ALC. Moreover, we introduced an inconsistency in it.
Example 7. Let KB be a ALC that has TBox, closed predicates, and ABox.
TBox:
S candComp v ∃based in.S candCountry
S candComp v ⊥
The closed predicate (Σ) is S candComp.
ABox:
S candComp(cp), S candCountry(denmark),
S candCountry(normway), S candCountry(sweden),
T imberExporter(denmark), T imberExporter(norway),
T imberExporter(sweden)
Query (Q):
(∃based in.T imberExporter u S candComp)(cp)
Solution. By Proposition 5, S candComp is unsatisfiable. So we start handling it by representing the KB and Q as four-valued ALC.
S candComp @ ∃based in.S candCountry
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S candComp @ ⊥
Now, we convert the TBox into a satisfiable form.
S candComp @ ∃based in.S candCountry
S candComp @ Anew u ¬Anew
Then, we transform (π) KB and Q.
S candComp v ∃based in.S candCountry
S candComp v Anew u A0new
Now, Q is true for the transformed KB.
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CHAPTER 7

DESCRIPTION LOGIC PROGRAMS: A PARACONSISTENT RELATIONAL MODEL
APPROACH

7.1

Introduction
The web ontology language (OWL) [35, 49], which is a W3C recommendation, is primarily

based on description logic formalism [24], and is a backbone for future information systems. Although description logic is used for modeling the domain of interest, the rule-based systems [50]
have many commercial applications [51]. Moreover, both types of formalism (description logic
and rule) are based on first-order logic (FOL). This led to the development of the W3C Recommendation rule interchange format (RIF) [52, 53].
In this chapter, we focus on dl-programs [31], which is a loose coupling method (rules may
contain queries to description logic) that provides the semantics for the integration of description
logic and rules. The integration is achieved through the use of dl-atoms, which is a special type of
atom that occurs only in the body of the rules. Concretely, the dl-atom enables a bi-directional flow
of information between description logic and the logic program. The main reason for choosing dlprograms in this thesis is that the satisfaction of dl-programs is an extension of the usual notion of
satisfaction of logic programs by Herbrand Interpretation.
Bagai and Sunderraman [19] proposed a data model to represent incomplete and inconsistent
information in databases. The paraconsistent logic studied by da Costa [82] and Belnap [4] forms
the basis for this data model. Instead of eliminating incomplete and inconsistent information, this
model attempts to operate in its presence. The mathematical structures underlying the model,
called paraconsistent relations, are a generalization of ordinary relations. Paraconsistent relations
represent both positive and negative tuples.
Moreover, using the paraconsistent relation model, Bajai and Sunderraman [19] proposed
some elegant methods for determining weak well-founded model [83] and well-founded model
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[20] for general deductive databases. But, there are not any methods based on the paraconsistent
relational model proposed to determine models for dl-programs. In this paper, we propose an
algorithm to determine the fixed-point semantics of the function free positive dl-program. Our
idea essentially involves creating a paraconsistent relation for each predicate symbol in the rules
and then forming a system of algebraic equations using paraconsistent algebraic operators for all
dl-rules (ordinary rules containing dl-atoms) in dl-programs. Then, solve the equations to find the
fixed-point semantics of the positive dl-programs.
This algebraic approach of finding the fixed-point semantics of a positive dl-program has two
main advantages: it operates on a set of tuples in contrast to non-algebraic approaches, which
operate on a tuple at a time basis; the algebraic expression in the equations can be optimized using
various laws of equality, which is very similar to the ordinary relation case where selection and
projection are pushed deeper into expressions whenever necessary.

7.2

Algorithm
Before we define the algorithm, we first define the DL-relations, which are equivalent of

dl-atoms in description logic program.
7.2.1

DL-Relations

As we already stated in the Introduction section, we will construct a relation for every
atom in the rules during model construction. In dl-programs, the body of the rules can have
dl-atoms. It is necessary to have equivalent relations for such dl-atoms. It is achieved by
redefining dl-atoms in terms of paraconsistent relations. To recall, dl-atoms are of the form
DL[S 1 op1 p1 , . . . , S m opm pm ; Q](t), m > 1. Specifically, p1 , . . . , pm are input predicate symbols and
Q(t) is a dl-query. An important observation is that Q(t) performs query entailment and not query
answering for a given description logic knowledge base. This is because dl-atoms are grounded
to determine models [30, 31]. As a first step towards modifying dl-atoms for our purpose, we will
transform constants in t of dl-queries to variables. By doing so, the dl-query performs query answering in the given description logic knowledge base. Next, we create paraconsistent relations
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for every input predicate symbols. We know that opi = {∪
+, ∪
- }. In order to denote that ∪
+ (∪
- ) adds
tuples from relations to concepts or roles, we write ∪
+ (∪
- ) as ∪
+˙ (∪
-˙ ). The update operator ∪
+˙ takes
-˙ takes every tuple
every tuple from π̇+{Σ} (pi ), where pi is a relation, and inserts it in S i . Similarly, ∪
from π̇+{Σ} (pi ), where pi is a relation, and inserts it in ¬S i . Hence the dl-relation is,
DL[S 1 op
˙ 1 π̇+{Σ} (p1 ), . . . , S m op˙ m π̇+{Σ} (pm ); Q](V), m > 1

(7.1)

p1 , . . . , pm are relations and op
˙ i = {∪
+˙ , ∪
-˙ }. V is the scheme of the dl-relation shown in (7.1).
Q(V) is called dl-query answering, and Q(V) is a concept assertion or negated concept assertion, a
role assertion or negated role assertion, or an equality or inequality axiom. Since Q(V) is a query
answering, it returns a set of individuals which is then added as tuples in the positive part of a
dl-relation.
During model computation, instead of representing the dl-relation as shown in (7.1),
we created a new relation for it.

For the dl-relation shown in (7.1), the new relation is

RDL[S 1 op˙ 1 π̇+{Σ} (p1 ),...,S m op˙ m π̇+{Σ} (pm );Q] (V). In a dl-relation, we never insert any result of query answering
into a dl-relation as tuples unless the result is in accordance to the domain values of the dl-relation’s
scheme. In other words, IP ⊆ C ≡ dom(a) ⊆ I ∪ V, where IP is the set of all constant symbols
appearing in P and all a ∈ V.
In the following section, we will explain two steps for the algorithm to determine the fixedpoint semantics of dl-programs. In addition to that, we prove that the algorithm is correct and
provide an example for it.
7.2.2

Fixed-Point Semantics for Dl-programs

By using the algebra of the relational model, we present a bottom-up method for constructing
models of dl-programs that mimics the immediate consequence operator (T KB ). The algorithm
presented in this thesis is based on the construction of well-founded semantics [20] and weak
well-founded semantics [83] using the relational model for general deductive database. The model
construction involves two steps. The first step is to convert P into a set of relation definitions for
the predicate symbols occurring in P. These definitions are of the form
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p = Dp
where p is a predicate symbol of P, and D p is an algebraic expression involving predicate
symbols of P and relation operators. The second step is to evaluate iteratively the expressions in
these definitions to construct incrementally the relations associated with the predicate symbols.
The first step is called SERIALIZE and the second step is called MODEL CONSTRUCTION.
The schemes of the relations are set internally. Hence, the following definition. Let Γn =
hv1 , v2 . . . i be an infinite sequence of some distinct attribute names. For any n ≥ 1, let Γn be the
scheme {v1 . . . vn }. The following operator renames the scheme of the relation from one to another.
Definition 4. Let Σ = {A1 . . . An } be any scheme. Then,
1. for any relation R on scheme Γn , R(A1 . . . An ) is the relation

δv1 ...vn →A1 ...An (R)
on scheme Σ, and
2. for any relation R on scheme Σ, R(v1 . . . vn ) is the relation

δA1 ...An →v1 ...vn (R)
on scheme Γn .
Before we get into details of the algorithm, we should replace every dl-atom DL[λ; Q](t) by
a fresh predicate pDL[λ;Q] (t) so that it would be easy to create the corresponding dl-relation.
Example 8. Using the same KB from Example 3.
Solution. r(a) ← gDL[S ∪+ q;C] (a); q(a) ← p(a); p(a) ←
Here, gDL[S ∪+ q;C] is a new predicate symbol.
In the remaining part of this section we describe our method to convert the given dl-rules in
KB (KB = (L, P)) into a set of definitions for the predicate symbol in P.
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ALGORITHM. SERIALIZE
Input. A dl-rule (definite rule) l0 ← l1 , . . . , lz . Let l0 be an atom of the form p0 (A01 . . . A0k0 ), and
each li , 1 ≤ i ≤ z, be an atom either of the form pi (Ai1 . . . Aiki ) or pDL[λ;Q] (t)1 . Let Vi be the set of
all variables occurring in li
Output. An algebraic expression involving paraconsistent relations.
Method. The expression is constructed by the following steps :
1. For each argument Ai j of literal li , construct argument Bi j and condition Ci j as follows :
(a) If Ai j is a constant a, then Bi j is any brand new variable and Ci j is Bi j =a.
(b) If Ai j is a variable, such that for each k, 1≤ k < j, Aik , Ai j , then Bi j is Ai j and Ci j is
true.
(c) If Ai j is a variable, such that for some k, 1≤ k < j, Aik =Ai j , then Bi j is a brand new
variable and Ci j is Ai j = Bi j .
2. Let lˆi be the atom pi (Bi1 . . . Biki ), and Fi be the conjunction Ci1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ciki . Then Qi is the
expression π̇Vi σ̇Fi (lˆi ).
As a syntatic optimisation, if all conjuncts of Fi are true (i.e. all arguments of li are distinct
variables), then both σ̇Fi and π̇Vi are reduced to identity operations, and are hence dropped
from the expression.
If lˆi is the atom pDL[λ;Q] (t), then Qi is the expression π̇Vi σ̇Fi (lˆi ) where every input predicate
symbol pi in λ is π̇V pi (pi )+ in which V pi refers to a set of variables in pi .
3. Let E be the natural join (./)
˙ of the Qi ’s thus obtained, 1 ≤ i ≤ z . The output expression is
(σ̇F0 (π̇V 0 (E))) [B01 . . . Bnk n ]. V 0 is a set of variables occurring in l0 .
As in step 2, if all conjuncts in F0 are true, then σ̇F0 is dropped from the output expression.
However, π̇V 0 is never dropped, as the rule may contain variables not in V 0 .
From the algebraic expression of the algorithm, we construct a system of equations.
1

λ = S 1 op1 p1 , . . . , S m opm pm
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For any dl-program KB = (L, P), EQN(P) is a set of all equations of the form p = D p ,
˙ of all expressions obtained by the algorithm
where p is a predicate symbol, and D p is the union (∪)
SERIALIZE for the rules (dl-rules) in P with symbol p in their head. The algebraic expression D p
is also called a definition of p.
It is easy to observe that a predicate symbol may have many definitions. We now show that the
above method for converting a dl-program KB into definitions for its predicate symbols terminates,
and that the definitions produced mimics the immediate consequence operator (T KB ).
Proposition 16 (Termination). The procedure of constructing EQN(P) terminates for any dlprogram KB(KB = (L, P)).
Proof. The proof is immediate from the fact that P has only a finite number of rules (dl-rules)
that each rule contains a finite number of atoms (dl-atoms) and each atom (dl-atom) 2 has a finite
number of arguments.
The transformation between a relation and an interpretation is necessary for the correctness
of the proof.
Definition 5. Let I be any interpretation and r(X1 . . . Xn ) be any atom (dl-atom), where the Xi ’s
are distinct variables. Then I . r is the following relation
r+ = ht ∈ τ(Σ) | r(t(X1 ) . . . t(Xn ) ∈ Ii
r− = ∅
on scheme Σ = {X1 , . . . , Xn }. Moreover, for any relation R on scheme Σ, rbRc is the following
interpretation
hr(t(X1 ) . . . t(Xn )) | t ∈ R+ i
In the following, we show the correctness of SERIALIZE.
Proposition 17 (Correctness). Let a1 , . . . , an be atoms (dl-atoms) occurring in the definition of
some equation p=D p in EQN(P), for any dl program KB = (L, P). Let k0 be the arity of p and let
2

dl-atoms cannot have more than two arguments
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each ai be of the form pi (Bi1 , . . . , Biki ) or pDL[λ;Q] (t)3 . For all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Ri be any relation
on scheme Γki , such that if for any i, j, pi = p j , then Ri = R j . Then, the relation R on scheme Γk0
obtained by evaluating D p by interpreting each pi as the relation Ri is

T KB (h

n
[

pi bRi ci) B p

i=1

,
Proof. The proof essentially involves the definitions of the relation operators defined earlier. Here
we give an easy to understand sketch. Let
I = (h

n
[

pi bRi ci)

i=1

. We divide the proof in the following two parts:
˙ t is in the positive part of the
1. (→) Suppose for any t ∈ R+ . Then, by the definition of ∪,
expression
(σ˙F0 π̇V1 (E))[B01 . . . B0k0 ])
output by step 3 of the algorithm SERIALIZE, for some rule (dl-rule) in P with symbol p in
its head. Let Σ be the scheme of the relation E. Then, for some tuple t0 ∈ (δv1 ...vk0 →B01 ...B0k0
(t))V ∪Σ is in E + . Thus, for each Qi in E, there is a tuple ti ∈ Q+i such that for each variable
0

X ∈ Vi , t0 (X) = ti (X). If Qi is a dl-relation, then the tuple (ti ) is in the positive part of Q. By
step 2 of the algorithm,
(a) if the corresponding atom li in the rule is positive, then ti ∈ Q+i
(b) if the corresponding atom li is a dl-atom in the rule, then ti ∈ Q+i . Here Qi is a dlrelation.
Therefore, due to the ground instance of this rule (dl-rule) for the “substitution” t0 , we have
that t ∈ T KB (I).
3

λ = S 1 op1 p1 , . . . , S m opm pm
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2. (←) Suppose t ∈ (T KB (I) . p)+ . Then, for some ground instance,

p(t(B01 ) . . . t(B0k0 ) ) ← l1 . . . lz
of a clause in P, we have that the atom of each li is in the correct part of I. For that clause
of P, let
(σ̇F0 π̇V 0 (E))[B01 . . . B0k0 ])
be the expression output by step 3 of the algorithm SERIALIZE, and let Σ be the scheme of
E. So, for each Qi in E, there is a tuple ti ∈ Q+i such that for all X ∈ Vi , ti (X) = t0 (X) for
some t0 ∈ (δv1 ...vk0 →B01 ...B0k0 (t))V∪Σ . Hence, t ∈ R+ .
Example 9. Consider KB = (L, P), where L = {S v C u D, D(b)} and P is as follows:
r(X) ← DL[S ∪
+ q; D](X);
r(X) ← DL[S ∪
+ q; C](X), w(X);
q(X) ← p(X);
p(a) ←
w(a) ←
Solution. We construct an equation for every rule (dl-rule) in the KB. Since we have dl-rules in
the KB, we need to replace dl-atoms with a new predicate.
r(X) ← fDL[S ∪+ q;D] (X);
r(X) ← gDL[S ∪+ q;C] (X), w(X);
q(X) ← p(X);
Now, fDL[S ∪+ q;D] and gDL[S ∪+ q;C] are two new predicate symbols. Then, we convert KB into a
system of equations.
1. r = π̇{X} ( fDL[S ∪+˙ π̇{X} (q)+ ;D] (X))[X]
2. r = (π̇{X} (gDL[S ∪+˙ π̇{X} (q)+ ;C] (X)./w(X)))[X]
˙
3. q = π̇{X} (p(X))[X]
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The LHS expression of the first and second equation are the same. Therefore,
1. r = π̇{X} ( fDL[S ∪+˙ π̇{X} (q)+ ;D] (X))[X]∪˙
(π̇{X} (gDL[S ∪+˙ π̇{X} (q)+ ;C] (X)./w(X)))[X]
˙
2. q = π̇{X} (p(X))[X]
The second step is to construct the model by incrementally constructing the relation values in
P. For any P in dl-program KB = (L, P), PE are the facts (rules in P without bodies), and PI are
the rules (rules in P with bodies). P∗E refers to a set of all ground instances of rules in PE . Without
the loss of generality, we assume that no predicate symbol occurs both in PE and in PI .
ALGORITHM. MODEL CONSTRUCTION
Input. A dl-program (KB = (L, P))
Output. Relation values for the predicate symbols in P.
Method : The following steps compute the values:
1. (Initialization)
(a) Compute EQN(PI ) using the algorithm SERIALIZE for each clause in PI .
(b) For each predicate symbol p in PE , set
p+ = {ha1 . . . aki | p(a1 . . . , ak) ∈ P∗E }, and
p− = ∅
(c) For each predicate symbol p in PI , set p+ = ∅ and p− = ∅.
2. For each equation of the form p = D p in EQN(PI ), compute the expression D p and set p to
the following relation. If the expression contains a dl-relation, then perform query answering
in the given description logic knowledge base (L).
3. If step 2 involved a change in the value of some p, goto 2.
4. Output the final values of all predicate symbol in PE and PI .
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Now, we prove the termination of the second step of the algorithm.
Proposition 18 (Termination). Algorithm MODEL CONSTRUCTION terminates for all dlprograms.
Proof. By Proposition 16, step 1 always terminates. By Proposition 4 and 17, the loop in step 2-3
always terminates.
Next, we prove that the algorithm MODEL CONSTRUCTION is correct.
Theorem 1 (Correctness). A tuple ha1 , . . . ak i is in p+ computed by the algorithm MODEL CONSTRUCTION iff p(a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ T KB ↑ ω.
Proof. Following from the fact that T KB ↑ 1 is set up by the initialization step, and by Proposition
17, step 2 mimics the T KB operator, whose power always converges by Proposition 4.
7.3

Example
The following example consolidates our work presented in this thesis. Here we represent

relations in the form of tables in which the positive and negative parts are separated by a double
line.
Example 10. Using the same KB from Example 9.
Solution. By step 1 (a), EQN(PI ) returns two equations:
1. r = π̇{X} ( fDL[S ∪+˙ π̇{X} (q)+ ;D] (X))[X]∪˙
(π̇{X} (gDL[S ∪+˙ π̇{X} (q)+ ;C] (X)./w(X)))[X]
˙
2. q = π̇{X} (p(X))[X]
The domain value of every relation’s attribute is {a}. By step 1 (b),
w=

{X}
hai

and p =

{X}
hai

Step 1 mimics the T KB ↑ 1.
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In step 2, we have two equations. After applying the second equation,
w=

{X}
hai

,p=

{X}
hai

and q =

{X}
hai

Now, it is important to observe that the first equation has two dl-relations. So, it is necessary
to perform query answering on the description logic knowledge base (L).
fDL[S ∪+˙ π̇{X} (q)+ ;D] =

{X}
hai

In the above relation, the tuples in q are inserted into concept S , and query answering (D(X))
is performed. The description logic knowledge base (L) already contains an assertion D(b) but the
domain values of dl-relation scheme does not contain b. Hence, the above relation has only one
tuple. Next,
gDL[S ∪+˙ π̇{X} (q)+ ;C] =

{X}
hai

After computing the second equation, we have the following:
r=

{X}
hai

Finally, we have the following:
r=

{X}
hai

,w=

{X}
hai

,p=

{X}
hai

and q =

{X}
hai

Further iterations of step 2 do not change the values of relations. Step 2 mimics the T KB
operator.
In other words, T KB ↑ ω= {r(a), w(a), p(a), q(a)}
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis presents a variety of algorithms suitable for inconsistent handling in different
representations. As an illustration, we presented a working example for each and every type of algorithm. We already know that traditional reasoners fail to reason in the presence of consistencies;
the approaches presented in this thesis help to build an inconsistent tolerant reasoner. These are
very sophisticated approaches that handle not only inconsistencies but also incompleteness.
In Chapter 4 (and 5), we proposed an algorithm to find QC models (and p-minimal models) for
any positive extended disjunctive deductive databases. Specifically, in Chapter 4, we introduced a
new disjunctive relational model to represent the relations containing paraconsistent unions. Also,
in Chapter 5, we reused the disjunctive relational model to construct p-minimal models.
The algorithms in Chapter 4 (and 5) that we presented here is based on the algorithm that is
used to compute the well-founded model using a relational model. In query-intensive applications,
this precomputation of the model enables efficient processing of subsequent queries. In [6], Gelfond and Lifschitz adopt the way of trivializing results while the algorithm tolerates inconsistencies. Though we find the model to be correct for any given positive extended disjunctive deductive
database, the algorithm doesn’t find models for the databases with recursions and constraints. One
direction of future work can be expanding the algorithm to allow recursions and constraints.
Moreover, the models that we construct is too strong in Chapter 4; it causes disjunction introduction and modus tollens to fail, but they are supported by QC logic. To compute the QC
entailment, it is necessary to have both weak and strong models. So another direction of future
work will be finding the weak models for the same program. Hence, the QC entailment can be
done.
For models presented in Chapter 4 and 5, the creation of many proper disjunctive databases
are expensive, given the QC logic (or p-minimal) model computation and are probably not worth
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the extra computation. It would be very interesting to analyze the algorithm by allowing default
negation in program P. Finally, we notice that we have not stated the complexities, and we have
left it for future work.
In Chapter 6, the previous research on the mix of open and closed predicates [23] and [26]
is extended to ALC. We then handled inconsistencies associated with closed predicates in ALC.
The novelty of the approach is the representation of closed predicates in four-valued ALC and
handling its inconsistencies. We have used the ideas of Maier et al. [43] and proved that four-valued
ALC with closed predicates is sound on two-valued ALC with closed predicates. In addition to
that, we transformed four-valued ALC with closed predicates to two-valued ALC with closed
predicates.
Even though the works presented in the thesis can handle inconsistencies associated with
closed predicates, it is not complete. It would be very interesting to analyze this work by allowing
strong inclusion, which supports contrapositive reasoning, in four-valued ALC with closed predicates. As material inclusion is not a very strong form of reasoning, we chose not to analyze it.
Another interesting direction of future work could be extending the queries to conjunctive queries.
One more direction of future would be using more expressive description logic like SROIQ [84]
for LCWR and handling the inconsistencies associated with it.
In Chapter 7, we took Eiter et al.’s dl-program [29–33] and represented it in terms of the paraconsistent relational model. we also introduced the dl-relation to represent the dl-atom, which gets
its tuples from description logic knowledge base. We then determined the fixed-point semantics of
positive dl-programs using paraconsistent algebraic operators and proved the correctness of it.
It is important to note that we can use the paraconsistent relations that were obtained at the end
of the algorithm for querying using paraconsistent tuple relational calculus [85]. Thus, expressive
queries can be given to paraconsistent relations. Even though we correctly find the fixed-point
semantics of dl-programs, the given algorithm in this thesis is not complete. There are two more
possible directions of future works for Chapter 7. The first work would be extending the algorithm
to accommodate default negation (not) and to determine the well-found semantics of dl-programs
in the paraconsistent relation model. The second work would be representing different formalisms
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(as mentioned in the Introduction section of Chapter 7) for integration of description logic and
rules in the paraconsistent relation model to find its model.
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